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Hey Al,
Hope all is well. We have had similar stickers put on signs in our area. We have not located the subjects. Overall, we
have seen an increase in White Nationalist / Hate Group activity and have communicated with the Fusion Center on it. If
you develop suspects,
. I also attached
some propaganda from the groups.
Here is a compiling of emails that were sent within our department with some photos that are good to know and keep
your eyes open for:

“McKevitt is an associate of Mike Peinovich the founder of NJP. McKevitt runs an extremist website (The Right Stuff)
and is either a former or active soldier. The individuals/associates involved in NJP also helped to organize the “Unite the
Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, in 2017. They have connections to “The Daily Stormer” and the Neo Nazi group,
the Traditionalist Worker Party.

Prior NJP rallies have drawn up to 100 people, however, it is believed that the group could mobilize local extremist
groups – Patriot Front/The Base/New World Order (Milwaukee).
The Anti-Defamation League classifies the group as Neo-Nazi with established chapters in 11 states. Of note, there are
chapters in Minnesota and Michigan per the ADL. The general tactics and propaganda are similar to other white
nationalist groups with sticker campaigns, pamphlets, and banner drops. We have reviewed several articles which detail
the same banner style drops, but the entrance into City Hall and taking photos was not reported previously that we were
able to find. There is a public telegram channel for the group that details their propaganda and recruiting campaigns.
The Waukesha suspicious activity has not been shared yet. The group appears to have done a rebrand in 2021 from
Folks Resistance.
The recent activity in Waukesha by the National Justice Party and Patriot Front lead us to believe the false narrative of
the Waukesha Parade incident being racially motivated is drawing the attention of groups in an attempt to recruit and
promote their agenda in Waukesha. The Canadian Centre for Identity-Based Conflict has a Group Bio on Folkish
Resistance Movement (See below link) with additional information.
Source:
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/mar/03/white-supremacist-propaganda-anti-defamation-league
https://www.splcenter.org/hate-map/by-ideology
https://vtsm.org/2021/04/29/group-bio-folkish-resistance-movement/

What we can do:

In the ADL document, they reference calls by American Guard to come here. They have connections to Indiana and IL
and are affiliated with other extremist groups in our area. More Info: https://www.adl.org/blog/behind-the-americanguard-hardcore-white-supremacists
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Here is some of the ones that we could see based on previous contacts with our PD or close proximity to Waukesha.
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Here is a link to hate groups logos: https://www.adl.org/hate-symbols?cat id[148]=148
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